Lesson Title | Unit
--- | ---
Overfishing | Seafood

Grade Level(s) | Common Core Standard(s)
--- | ---
5-7 | 5-ESS3-1, (7.MS-LS2-5)

Objectives

Students will understand what overfishing is, how it happens, its impact on the environment, and how to fix or avoid it.

Essential Questions

What is the human impact on wild fish populations? How do we ‘farm’ fish?

Duration | Materials Needed
--- | ---
45-60 minutes | Bowls, cups, sets of chopsticks, tape, forks, large spoons, a variety of dried beans or grains

Background Information | Setup Required
--- | ---
Fish, fish life cycles lessons, etc. | You can mix the beans and grains into enough bowls to cover each of your groups ahead of time.

Overview

This lesson centers around a simulation game that places students in the role of fishermen tasked with providing food for their community. It illustrates a general understanding of why overfishing might occur, and how it affects fisheries.
Procedure

Intro (5 minutes)

Begin your lesson by reviewing past lessons about fish. Think back to the life cycle game you played in the previous class. We agreed that fish lay a LOT of eggs, but will all of those eggs hatch and grow into adult fish?

Show your class a picture of an Atlantic Cod. An adult female cod can lay 220,000 eggs a year per pound of bodyweight! That means a large cod could potentially lay millions of eggs. Do you think all of those cod eggs become fish? Why or why not?

Even before Columbus or the vikings ‘discovered’ North America, Basque fishermen would come to the coast of what is now the United States to catch cod. Stories from that time say that fishermen could drop shallow bowls into the water, and when they’d pull them back out they would be full of fish. Sailors used to say that you could walk on them, since so many were found in the sea.

Is that still true today?

Overfishing Activity (20-30 Minutes)

Explain that your students are now going to run a simulation to show how fishing affects populations of fish in the ocean. Divide your group into partners, or small groups if you’re working with a large class. One person will be designated as the fisherman for each round, and one person will be in charge of tracking the amount of fish caught. Distribute a bowl (the fishing grounds) full of beans (the fish - you can use different dried beans/lentils/grains to represent different fish if you’d like) to each group, along with a small cup (the boat). For each round, you will distribute a new tool that the fisherman must use to catch the fish.

Round 1

For round one, distribute a pair of chopsticks to each group. Explain that for this round, the fisherman is representing a small village of people that rely on a few spear-fisherman to provide for their community. In this round, fisherman can catch as many fish as they want, but they will need to catch at least 4 tuna (represented by yellow lentils, for example) to make sure everyone in their community is fed. They have 1 minute to catch the fish and put them in their boat. The other members of the team are in charge of counting the number of fish caught, and recording their number once the round is over. Make sure to record the number of lentils collected by the class in round 1. You can draw a table on the board that includes the round number on top, with the types of fish along the side. Collect the chopsticks, and instruct the students to dump their catch from round one back into their fishing grounds.

Round 2

Distribute a small stick (maybe one of the chopsticks from round 1) with a bit of rolled tape on the end. For round two, the fishermen are now using fishing lines to catch fish. Their community is also bigger now, so fishermen must catch at least 8 bluefish (represented by black beans) to feed their community. Start the exercise again, and make sure the students are recording the type of each fish they catch, especially how many other types besides bluefish are in their boats. Write the numbers on the board.
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Round 3

For round three, the fishermen have now started using small nets to catch fish. Distribute a small fork to each group, and tell students that they are now in charge of feeding a whole state of people with their catch. They must now catch 12 striped bass (red beans) to feed their state. Again, record all the numbers of each type of fish caught on your list.

Round 4

For round four, distribute a large spoon to each group. They must now provide a special type of fish, cod, to an entire country. They must now catch at least 20 cod (grains of rice) to meet the demands of their country. Luckily, the fishermen in this round have learned to use giant nets to catch fish, so they can scoop them right out of the ocean. At the end of this round, record all the numbers as usual but instruct your students NOT to return the fish they caught at the end of the round back into the ocean.

Final Round

Have the students change fishermen for this fifth round. Tell them that the country they live in has fallen in love with cod, and fishermen can’t keep up with demand. For this round, the fishermen can catch as many cod as they want, but they must still keep count of what they catch of each type of fish.

At this point in the simulation, take a look around to see what is happening in each group’s fishing ground. Many groups will have no cod left (or very few fish at all) in their bowls. Ask your students to take note of what’s happening in their bowls. What has happened to their cod population? What would next season’s cod harvest look like? Would there be one at all?

Ask your students to then look at the numbers you’ve recorded on the board while you collect materials. Ask them to observe how each method of fishing affected the number of target fish caught, and the number of other species that were accidentally caught. Did some groups feel the need to keep fishing, even though they caught enough to feed their communities? Why or why not?

Look again at the final round. Can the class agree that the final fishing method was the quickest and easiest way to catch a lot of fish?

Think back to the story of cod. By the time the late 20th century rolled around, many cod fisheries were depleted and closed off to fishing. Even though cod lay a crazy amount of eggs, the demand for the fish was so high and fishing methods became so effective that cod have almost reached a point of extinction!

So how do we solve the problem of overfishing? Make a list on the board of all the solutions your students come up with to solve issues of overfishing. Try to guide them or refine their ideas (diversify harvested species, allow fisheries to rest, moratoriums, ban certain types of fishing, etc…). For a real world example, Canada banned cod fishing off of its eastern coast in 1992. Cod are just now returning to the area some 26 years later, and it’s still uncertain if the fishery will ever bounce back to what it once was.

If this lesson will be used to segway into a lesson or field trip based on aquaculture, try to bring the conversation around to containment growing, or aquaponics as a solution to raise a controlled group of...
Extensions and Variations

Mark Kurlansky’s *Cod* is an excellent resource for more information about overfishing, and the history of cod fisheries in North America. Pairing this lesson with readings from the book could meet a number of History and Social Science standards for grades 3-5, and ELA standards.

You could also use this lesson to introduce the concept of overfishing, then use it as a prompt for students to design solutions to the problem (do not discuss Canada’s moratorium on cod fisheries beforehand). Compare the different solutions and discuss the positives and negatives of each design. (7.MS-LS2-5).